to be integrated using an elastic model proposed. A watertight breast mesh model was reconstructed to measure the volume of the breast captured. The accuracy of using the developed multi-view stereophotogrammetry system for breast volume measurement was 11.12cc with SEM 7.74cc, comparing to the measurements of the water displacement method. It was concluded that the 3D stereophotogrammetry image system developed was more reliable than the method of water displacement.
Introduction
Breast cancer accounts for nearly a quarter of all cancer cases amongst women worldwide and for 32 % of the cancer burden in the UK for women. Bilateral mastectomy is increasingly being used as a risk reduction measure for the carriers of the breast cancer gene who have a high risk of developing breast cancer, and as a planned management strategy for unilateral cancer [1] . Current breast cancer treatment encompasses not only surgical removal of the tumor and medical adjuvant and neo-adjuvant therapies, but also an increasing emphasis lies on improving of a woman's quality of life [2] . Breast reconstruction plays an important role to restore breast symmetry following partial and total mastectomy procedures that result in abnormal volume, shape, and contours of breast with the aim of creating esthetically pleasing and symmetrical breasts [3] . The conduct of breast reconstruction procedures currently remains largely subjective and is based on physical examination and visual estimates of breast size, shape, and Abstract A multi-view three-dimensional stereophotogrammetry system was developed to capture 3D shape of breasts for breast cancer patients. The patients had received immediate unilateral breast reconstruction after mastectomy by the extended latissimus dorsi flap and without contralateral surgery. In order to capture the whole breast shape including the inframammary fold, the patients were introduced to the imaging room and leaned over the imaging rig to open up the inframammary fold and to expose the entire area of each breast. The imaging system consisted of eight high-resolution (4504 × 3000 pixels) digital cameras and four flash units. The cameras were arranged in four stereo pairs from four different view angles to cover the whole surface of the breasts. The system calibration was carried out ahead of every capture session, and the stereo images were matched to generate four range images 1 3 symmetry. The plastic surgeons have difficulties to objectively assess breast volumes and shape that may result in suboptimal outcomes [4, 5] . The field of reconstructive breast surgery would benefit from a practical method for objectively assessing breast volume. Precise measurement of breast volume could facilitate reconstructive procedures and help in surgical planning.
For breast volume measurement, previously anthropomorphic measurements [6] , water displacement [7, 8] , and plaster casting [9] were used, but these measurements were time intensive and were intrusive for patients. Threedimensional imaging techniques, such as structured light projections [10, 11] , 3D laser scanning [4, [12] [13] [14] , and 3D stereophotogrammetry imaging [2, 3, 15, 16] , have been applied on patients' breast measurement that enable a surgeon to obtain quantitative breast measurements [17] , to make volumetric calculations and to visually and quantitatively assess reconstructed breasts. 3D X-ray imaging [18] was applied on 3D reconstruction of spine [19, 20] , but it was radioactive and captured shapes only. 3D stereophotogrammetry imaging has advantages of fast image acquisition and photographic texture without radiation. The photographic texture provides the details of breast surface texture for identifying anatomical locations and for surgical planning. In most of these studies reported, the patients were standing and the breast shapes were captured with a single view angle. However, it was difficult to define the boundaries, to display inframammary folds in the large breasts, and also it was not possible to capture the whole breast surface from a single view angle. The captured breast shapes presented with a lack of data around the inframammary fold. The inframammary fold was visualized as holes in the images that led to poor agreement between the assessments made directly on the patients [2] . Hence, multi-view stereophotogrammetry imaging was applied in order to capture the entire area of each breast.
Methods
A multi-view photogrammetry imaging system has been applied in the presented study to capture the entire breast surfaces. It is capable to capture multi-view stereo images simultaneously in <1 ms. The basic principle behind photogrammetric measurements is fairly straightforward, and given two images of an object taken from different view angles, it is possible, using triangulation, to determine the original three-dimensional location of the object from its corresponding images. This is similar to the human vision in which the depth perceptions are interpreted from the disparities between the images in the left and right eyes. There are a few crucial steps to obtain the three-dimensional metrical shape of the object from their stereo images. The first is to determine automatically and accurately the point-wise correspondences between the stereo images. Having established the correspondence between stereo image points, a system can use triangulation to calculate the location of the object in 3D space. However, this requires the information of the positions and orientations of the cameras, the focal lengths of the lens and the lens distortions, the image centers, the sensor element size, and the image aspect ratio. These parameters can be determined by a process of calibration [21] [22] [23] . Multi-view stereo image pairs are necessary to cover the entire breast surface due to the object self-occlusion. Further, breast range images recovered from individual stereo image pairs have to be aligned/registered and integrated into a single mesh to represent the breast surface in 3D for further measurement and shape analysis.
System configuration
By using off-the-shelf high-resolution digital cameras, high-resolution images achieved to resolve local details of linear densities exceeding 0.1 mm/pixel. There was enough skin texture information of the breast to achieve reliable point-wise correspondences [24, 25] . The photogrammetry system was configured with four stereo pairs of highresolution cameras to capture the entire breast surface. A camera stereo pair comprised two cameras (the left camera and the right camera). The stereo pair captured left and right images. Four stereo pairs captured stereo images of the breast from the front, floor, and left and right sides, simultaneously, in <1 ms. The patients were asked to lean over a self-designed posing frame to open the inframammary fold in order to expose the entire area of each breast for the image capture [26] .
Camera calibration
Photogrammetry obtains 3D coordinates of object points in the 3D space. The 3D coordinates are calculated from the corresponding image coordinates from the stereo images of the object based on camera parameters. Exterior parameters of a camera define its locations in space and its orientations. Inner parameters define the focal length of the lens, the image center, and the description of lens distortions. Sensor information can be obtained from manufacturer. In the stereophotogrammetry imaging system developed, the exterior and inner parameters were reliably estimated by the camera calibration [24, 25] . A standard bundle adjustment approach [21] was used to calculate these parameters of each camera. The parameters of location and orientations of cameras enabled the 3D coordinates calculated from the four stereo image pairs to be transformed into a common world coordinate system [27] . In the bundle adjustment, supposing n calibration targets {P j : j = 1, 2, . . . , n} were imaged by m 
Stereo matching
After the capture of stereo images depicting the breast, the area-based stereo matching with a multi-resolution strategy [28] was carried out on each stereo pair to obtain pair-wise correspondences between the stereo images. The pair-wise correspondences were used to calculate the horizontal and vertical disparities between stereo images. A confidence map was generated from the stereo matching. At each pixel (i, j) of the confidence map was the area-based matching correlation score c(i, j) of local corresponding areas I L (i, j) centered at (i, j) at in the left image and
where • denoted the correlation operator, d H (i, j) and d V (i, j) the horizontal and vertical disparities, respectively.
Range image integration
Using the principle of triangulation, range images from different stereo pairs were computed from the disparities with the camera calibration parameters [21, 27] . In the system, range images were registered and transformed into common world coordinates (X, Y, Z). The range image was defined in a form of r(i, j), in which (i, j) were the coordinates of the range image elements. The (i, j) and its perspective center defined the orientations of r. |r| were the Euclidean distance between the perspective center of the left camera and the points P(X, Y , Z) on the breast surface. P were calculated from the disparities at (i, j). In the range
image (Fig. 1) , the darker pixel indicated the closer was the corresponding 3D point to the camera. In this paper, the main issue of range image integration was addressed in next sections. The integration was affected by the effects of the depth discontinuity.
The effects of the depth discontinuity
The marching cube algorithm was used to integrate multiview range images into a watertight surface [29] . The marching cubes divided the 3D space of the breast into individual cubes. Supposing a human was viewing the breast from a camera position, the cubes could be classified as visible if the cube were in front of the breast surface, and invisible if the cubes were behind the breast surface. If the breast surface intersected a cube, the cube would be classified as on surface. A triangular mesh of the breast would be extracted from the on surface cubes. The resolution of the mesh depended on the size of the marching cubes. Matching cube of 0.5mm size was used for breast surface extraction. Due to self-occlusion, area-based stereo matching resulted in depth discontinuity regions in the individual range images. In Fig. 2 , the surface regions of A, B, and C could not be correctly obtained from the stereo images due to the object self-occlusion that depth discontinuities appeared in the mesh. The depth discontinuities have dented the range images, led to some cubes being wrongly classified, resulting in dents in the integrated mesh.
Further, suppose there were two range images A and B to be merged, the range image B had dented data in the shadowed area (Fig. 3) and the range image A also had dented data in the gray area. The dented range data would result in incorrect classifications of the marching cubes in the shadow and gray regions due to ambiguity in selecting correct surfaces in the classification.
Selecting the furthest surface as the valid surface would result in selecting the range data B, in the shadow region which would be wrong for the integrated surface. The integrated surface had dented regions due to the dented range data of B. Selecting the nearest surface as the valid surface will select the range data A in the shadowed region. While this is correct, this results in the other parts of the surface being classified incorrectly, as in the gray region. To overcome the arisen problem due to the depth discontinuities, a progressive reconstruction approach was proposed.
The elastic approach
The progressive approach comprised three major steps:
• Using the marching cube algorithm [29] to obtain an initial watertight mesh model from multi-view range images.
• Identifying reliable range data representing the valid object surface by decomposing range images to subset patches and then removing inaccurate range patches based on the surface normals of the patches.
• Iteratively correcting the initial model elastically based on remaining valid range patches.
Range image decomposition
The range image decomposition process made use of range images (Fig. 4) . A range image was decomposed into visible, invisible, overlapping, and unprocessed patches, when compared with another range image, for example (Fig. 3) , range image r A (i, j) compared with another range image r B (i, j). An element (k, l) in the range image r A (Fig. 3 ) was labeled as visible, invisible, overlapping, or unprocessed when comparing the range image r A to the range image r B . A 3D point P A (X, Y , Z) on the surface A can be derived from the range data r A (k, l) at the element of (k, l). The corresponding element (m, n) of the point P A (X, Y , Z) in the range image r B was found. At the element (m, n), a range value |r B (m, n)| was found from the range image r B . Now the element (k, l) at the range image r A was labeled as, where ǫ was related to the measurement uncertainty, for the system used, ǫ = 0.5 mm. When all elements in the masked range image A have been labeled, adjacent elements of the same labels are grouped as visible, invisible, overlapping, and unprocessed patches.
Removal of dented patches
The dented surfaces were caused by the depth discontinuities, and the dented surface normals were nearly perpendicular to the orientation of the camera. The patches with larger view angles from the decomposed range images would be removed. The surface normals of individual patches were calculated to find out the orientation of the patches. At first, the points P i in an individual patch were extracted from the range image. The geometric center P c of the individual patch was calculated;
where k is the number of points in the patch. Points in the patch within a neighborhood N of P c were selected to calculate the covariance matrix C;
where n was the number of points in the patch and in the neighborhood of 5 mm of center P c . The surface normal direction was the least significant eigenvector of the covariance matrix C. If the surface normal direction was nearly perpendicular to the orientation of the camera, the patch was removed from the range image. A threshold of 60 • was used.
Elastically repair
After dented range data removal, there were gaps and holes in the range images. It was made use of that the initial mesh S obtained from the marching cube algorithm which consisted of valid surfaces and dented regions, and the initial mesh was repaired toward the valid range data to generate a watertight breast mesh. To repair S the initial surface model, an elastic deformable model was applied to deform the S to a new S. The deformation guided by the identified 
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Comparison of measurements
Nine plaster breast models which represented the human breast in different shapes and sizes were made of polysiloxane condensation-type elastomer, and the models were manually textured and painted in a flesh color [30] . The volumes of the plaster models were measured using the multiview stereophotogrammetry system. The volume of the plaster models also was measured using the water displacement method [7] which was regarding as a gold standard. The water displacement was conducted by use of a scientific scale that was leveled and calibrated. Each plaster model was fully immersed in a water bowel with full water. The difference in weight of the water content before and after overflow was considered to be equal to the volume of the plaster model. The volume measurements of the 3D imaging and that of the water displacement method were compared.
Results
The calibration error was checked by projecting the physical calibration target back to its image plane. Comparing the differences between the image of the calibration target and the back-projected target image, the calibration errors were found between 0.2 and 0.5 pixel. Verified by comparing a surface profile with the measurement of a titled flat surface [25] , the depth measurement error was found <0.5 mm.
The purpose of the range image decomposition was to remove dented range data from the range images before the elastic modeling. The decomposition has been tested with view angle thresholds from 40 • to 70 • and the ǫ values from 0 to 1.5 mm which define the overlapping regions. Figure 5 displayed one of the range images which has been decomposed based on different ǫ values and thresholded with different angles where the visible regions were bright, invisible regions gray, overlapping zones dark, and removed regions black.
The value of ǫ defined the overlapping regions. The smaller the value was, the finer was the overlapping zones. When the value of ǫ was set to zero, ultimately, there are only visible and invisible regions in the decomposed range images. The thresholding view angle has a more significant effect on the dented range data removal. The smaller the thresholding angle was, the more range data were removed. The decomposition process has been applied on 15 cases of objects of face, breast, and pig. With the value of ǫ was set to 0.1 mm and the thresholding angle to 60 • , their dented range data have been removed for all 15 cases.
The range images of four views were calculated and integrated using the marching cube algorithm to obtain a single watertight breast surface (Fig. 6) . Elastic modeling has been applied for the dented range data removal to reconstruct a correct breast surface for volume measurement (Fig. 7) .
The volume measurements of the water displacement and that of the 3D imaging are shown in Table 1 . The mean difference between the volume measurements of the 3D imaging and those of the water displacement was 11.12cc with STD 23.23cc, SEM 7.74cc. The Minimal Detectable Change (MDC) was calculated in terms of 95 % confidence, which was 21.85cc. Interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.9945. A paired student t test was carried out. The probability is p = 0.1888 with t = 1.4365, and student threshold is 3.355. Because of p > 0.1, the mean 
Discussion
Each different system has advantages and disadvantages, indications, and restriction as well as different needs for environments and costs attached. The 3D stereophotogrammetry image system developed provided an alternative option for data collection and evaluation. It offered a convenient approach to measure the shapes of breasts, which had advantages over structured light projection [10, 11] , the laser scanning [4, [12] [13] [14] in terms of the capturing time (<1 ms), the photographic skin texture; and over 3D X-ray imaging [18] [19] [20] in terms of the radiation-free nature. The photographic skin texture was important for the clinicians to identify the anatomical landmarks. In the clinical research, it was constrained with resources that it would not be able to compare the measurements with that of the structured light project, laser scanning, and X-Ray/MRI.
Multi-view stereophotogrammetry imaging system offered a chance for the patients to open up the inframammary fold and expose the entire area of each breast for fast image captures. Using multi-view stereophotogrammetry imaging, multi-view range images had to be integrated into a single mesh for the breast volume measurements. There were four major approaches of multi-view range image integration: point-based methods, direct range zipping, volumetric approaches employing implicit surfaces, and model-based methods. Point-based methods [31, 32] directly integrated surfaces from points of multi-view range data; however, the method of directly integrating surface from range data points would result in poor 3D quality because of range data noise and registration errors. Furthermore, the point-based methods did not make use of the connections of points in range images. In direct range zipping approaches [33] , identification of overlapping surface areas between range images was needed. Wang and Oliveira [34] applied a moving least-squares algorithm. Zhou and Liu [35] improved the accuracy of detection of overlapping areas by applying k-means clustering. Direct range zipping approaches had difficulties of filling convoluted holes [36] . The detection of overlapping areas and removing inaccurate range data were crucial for these approaches, while it was lack of details of how inaccurate range data were removed. Volumetric approaches [37, 38] were applied to construct watertight, nonredundant surfaces, but these approaches were sensitive to depth discontinuities which would lead to a less plausible surface. Model-based approaches [39] [40] [41] might offer a solution to overcome the depth discontinuity problem, but it was unavoidable prerequisite to formulate a model of the object to be reconstructed. In the current study, an progressive approach was proposed, similar to the model-based approaches; the model was generated by the system itself and used as the initial model to improve the quality of the multi-view range image integration. The breast volume measurements of the developed system have been compared with that of the water displacement [30] .
Further research is required to identify the self-occlusion regions in the stereo matching stage automatically and precisely that the dented range data would be removed before integrating the multi-view range images. The multiview range image integration would be not affected by the ambiguity caused by the depth discontinuities. In Table 1 , large breasts were overestimated, whereas small breasts were underestimated. It was due to the software developed for measuring breast volume from 3D breast meshes. A chest wall had to be formed from breast's boundary in order to measure the volume. The way to form the chest wall affected the measurements. Further investigations are required. Based on the advantages of the work, further shape analysis will be applied on the beauty factors of the breasts.
Conclusion
In this paper, a 3D multi-view stereophotogrammetry system for the breast volume measurement was presented. The quality of range image integration has been improved by removing the inaccurate range data and the iterative elastic modeling was used to integrate the range images of four views into a watertight mesh for breast volume measurement. With statistical analysis results of the mean difference, the minimal detectable change, and the interclass correlation coefficient, it was concluded that the 3D 
